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Abstract— The paper deals with the maximum torque and
speed of permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM)
drives when the inverter output voltage is filtered by an
LC filter with a cut-off frequency well below the switching
frequency. According to steady-state analysis, the filter af-
fects the performance of the motor drive especially at high
speeds. The stator current is not equal to the inverter current,
and due to the inverter current and inverter voltage limits,
the torque-maximizing stator current locus differs from that
of a drive without the filter. A field-weakening method is
proposed for PMSM drives with an inverter output filter.
The method is implemented and tested in a 2.2-kW PMSM
drive. The experimental results agree well with the analysis,
and validate the high-speed performance of the proposed
field-weakening method.

Index Terms— Permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM) drives, inverter output filter, field-weakening con-
trol, vector control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Secondary effects of pulse-width modulation (PWM)

are a concern in AC motors fed by modern voltage source

inverters. The high rate of change of the inverter output

voltage may cause excessive voltage stresses in the stator

winding insulations of the motor [1]. The common-mode

voltage and high-frequency leakage currents through the

parasitic capacitances of the stator winding may lead

to bearing currents and premature bearing failures [2].

Harmonics at the switching frequency and its multiples

give rise to acoustic noise and extra losses in the motor.

Although these problems have mainly been reported for

induction motor drives, the concern is also relevant in

permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives

[3]–[5]. A means to overcome the problems is using a

sinusoidal inverter output filter, i.e. filtering the inverter

output voltage with a three-phase LC filter with a cut-

off frequency well below the switching frequency of the

inverter. Recently proposed vector control methods make

it possible to add an LC filter to the inverter output without
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adding any extra measurements to the AC drive [6]–[8].

The control performance is close to that of a drive without

the filter.

Because of the limited inverter voltage, field weakening

is used at high speeds. Various field-weakening control

methods have been proposed for PMSM drives. The

methods based on voltage control [9]–[11] provide full

utilization of the dc-link voltage automatically. In [9], a

PI-type voltage controller was used for interior PMSM

drives to adjust the voltage reference up to the voltage

capability of the inverter. The proposed control scheme

enables only speed mode operation. A field-weakening

method for surface-mounted PMSM drives [10] applied

a similar voltage-control strategy with a modified input to

the PI-controller. The field-weakening control was further

developed in [11] for induction motor drives. The PI-

type voltage controller was replaced with an I-controller

to avoid an algebraic loop and to have only one control

parameter for the field weakening.

In a drive equipped with an inverter output filter, the

stator voltage and current differ from the corresponding

inverter quantities. The maximum torque and speed are

constrained by both the inverter current limit and the stator

current limit in addition to the maximum voltage of the

inverter. A field-weakening algorithm for induction motor

drives equipped with an inverter output filter has been

presented in [7], but the influence of the filter on the

high-speed performance of PMSM drives has not yet been

investigated.

In this paper, the theoretical maximum torque and speed

of PMSM drives equipped with an inverter output filter are

investigated by means of steady-state analysis. A field-

weakening method based on voltage control is developed

for these drives, enabling maximum-torque operation at

high speeds. Laboratory experiments are used for investi-

gating the proposed method.

II. MODELLING OF LC FILTER AND PMSM

Fig. 1 shows a PMSM drive equipped with an inverter

output filter. The inverter output voltage uA is filtered by
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Fig. 1. PMSM drive equipped with three-phase LC filter.

the LC filter, resulting in a nearly sinusoidal stator voltage

us. The inverter output current iA and the dc-link voltage

udc are the only measured quantities.

In a reference frame rotating at angular frequency ωm,

the equations for the LC filter are

diA
dt

= −RLf

Lf

iA − ωmJiA +
1

Lf

(uA − us) (1)

dus

dt
= −ωmJus +

1

Cf

(iA − is), (2)

where iA =
[

iAd iAq

]T
is the inverter output current,

uA =
[

uAd uAq

]T
the inverter output voltage, us =

[

usd usq

]T
the stator voltage, is =

[

isd isq

]T
the

stator current, Lf the inductance and RLf the series

resistance of the filter inductor, Cf the capacitance of the

filter, and

J =

[

0 −1
1 0

]

In the d-q reference frame fixed to the rotor, the voltage

equation of the PMSM is

us = Rsis +
dψs

dt
+ ωmJψs (3)

where Rs is the stator resistance and ωm the electrical

angular speed of the rotor. The stator flux linkage is

ψs = Lsis +ψpm (4)

where ψpm =
[

ψpm 0
]T

is the permanent magnet flux.

The stator inductance matrix

Ls =

[

Ld 0
0 Lq

]

consists of the direct-axis inductance Ld and quadrature-

axis inductance Lq . The electromagnetic torque is

Te =
3p

2
ψT

s J
T
is (5)

where p is the number of pole pairs.

III. STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS

The maximum speed and torque of the PMSM depend

on the voltage and current limits of the inverter and

motor. In the following, the steady-state analysis of the

PMSM [12] is extended to PMSM drives equipped with

an inverter output filter. For simplicity, the filter resistance

TABLE I

MOTOR AND FILTER DATA

Motor Ratings

Power 2.2 kW
Voltage (phase-to-phase) 370 V, rms
Current 4.3 A, rms
Frequency 75 Hz
Speed 1500 r/min
Torque TN 14.0 Nm

Motor Parameters

Stator resistance Rs 3.59 Ω (0.072 p.u.)
Direct-axis inductance Ld 36.0 mH (0.34 p.u.)
Quadrature-axis inductance Lq 51.0 mH (0.48 p.u.)
Permanent magnet flux ψpm 0.545 Vs (0.88 p.u.)

Total moment of inertia J 0.015 kgm2 (63.3 p.u.)

LC Filter Parameters

Inductance Lf 5.1 mH (0.048 p.u.)
Capacitance Cf 6.8 µF (0.16 p.u.)
Series resistance RLf 0.1 Ω (0.002 p.u.)

Current and Voltage Limits
Inverter current iA,max 9.1 A (1.5 p.u.)
Stator current is,max 9.1 A (1.5 p.u.)

Inverter voltage uA,max (phase-to-neutral) 540/
√

3 V (1.03 p.u.)

is ignored. This simplification does not cause significant

errors since the inductive reactance of the filter inductor is

much greater than the filter resistance at high speeds. The

stator resistance is taken into account, unless otherwise

stated. In the following examples, the data of a 2.2-kW

interior PMSM drive are used. The system data are given

in Table I. The base values of the angular frequency,

current, and voltage are 2π · 75 rad/s,
√

2 · 4.3 A, and
√

2/3·370 V, respectively. The drive has a finite maximum

speed since is,max < ψpm/Ld. The operation of a drive

with is,max ≥ ψpm/Ld is briefly discussed at the end of

this section.

A. Current Limits

The inverter output current and the stator current differ

from each other when an LC filter is used. Therefore, the

maximum inverter current iA,max and the maximum stator

current is,max are defined separately. The stator current

components isd and isq are limited according to

i2sd + i2sq ≤ i2s,max (6)

The feasible stator current has a circular boundary in the

isd-isq plane as shown in Fig. 2 (dashed line).

Similarly, the inverter current components iAd and iAq

are limited according to

i2Ad + i2Aq ≤ i2A,max (7)

The steady-state solution of (2)–(4) yields the inverter

current as a function of the stator current:

iAd = (1 − ω2

mCfLd)isd − ωmCfRsisq − ω2

mCfψpm

(8)

iAq = ωmCfRsisd + (1 − ω2

mCfLq)isq (9)

According to (7)–(9), the inverter current limit corresponds

to a speed-dependent elliptical boundary for the feasible
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Fig. 2. Inverter current limit at two speeds (solid) and stator current
limit (dashed) in isd-isq plane for iA,max = is,max = 1.5 p.u. Constant-
torque curves (dotted) are also shown.

stator current in the isd-isq plane as shown in Fig. 2 (solid

lines). In this analysis, the inverter and stator current limits

are equal. Consequently, the inverter current limit ellipse

approaches the circle defined by the stator current limit at

low speeds.

B. Voltage Limit

The dc-link voltage constrains the inverter output volt-

age. Omitting the possible overmodulation, the maximum

inverter output voltage is uA,max = udc/
√

3, and the

inverter voltage components uAd and uAq are limited

according to

u2

Ad + u2

Aq ≤ u2

A,max (10)

The steady-state solution of (1)–(4) gives the inverter

voltage as a function of the stator current:

uAd = (1 − ω2

mLfCf )Rsisd

+ (ω2

mLfCfLq − Lf − Lq)ωmisq (11)

uAq = (−ω2

mLfCfLd + Lf + Ld)ωmisd

+ (1 − ω2

mLfCf )Rsisq

+ (1 − ω2

mLfCf )ωmψpm (12)

Substituting (11) and (12) for the inverter voltage compo-

nents in (10) yields a speed-dependent elliptical boundary

for the feasible stator current in the isd-isq plane as shown

in Fig. 3 (solid lines). If the filter is not present, the ellipses

are changed as illustrated in Fig. 3 (dashed lines).

C. Theoretical Maximum Torque

The theoretical maximum torque can be determined in

steady state as a function of the rotor speed from the torque

expression (5) constrained by (6)–(12). Fig. 4 shows an

example stator current locus for the maximum torque

operation as the steady-state speed is varied.

At low speeds, the maximum torque is obtained at the

intersection of the maximum torque-per-ampere (MTPA)

trajectory and the stator current limit circle (point A).
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Fig. 3. Inverter voltage limits in isd-isq plane for rotor speed values
of 0.67 p.u. and 2 p.u. Solid lines are for a drive with an LC filter and
dashed lines for a drive without a filter. Constant-torque curves (dotted)
are also shown.
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Fig. 4. Torque-maximizing stator current locus as steady-state speed is
varied. The inverter current and voltage limits are shown for a speed of
2 p.u., corresponding to operating point C.

This operation point is possible up to the speed at which

the voltage limit ellipse intersects the stator current limit

circle at point A. As the speed increases further and,

consequently, the voltage limit ellipse shrinks, the torque-

maximizing stator current locus moves along the stator

current limit circle (A→B). Both the stator current and

inverter voltage limits are active, and the drive operates in

the field-weakening region.

Without the LC filter, the torque-maximizing stator

current locus proceeds along the stator current limit circle.

When the LC filter is present, the inverter current limit

becomes active instead of the stator current limit at a speed

of 1.3 p.u. corresponding to point B. At higher speeds, the

torque-maximizing stator current stays at the intersection

of the inverter current and voltage limit curves, but this

intersection moves as the limit curves change with the

speed (B→D). In Fig. 4, the inverter current and voltage

limit curves are plotted only for a single speed of 2 p.u.

corresponding to operating point C. Fig. 5 shows space
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vector diagrams corresponding to the operating points A,

B, C, and D.

The influence of the LC filter on the maximum torque

and the maximum speed is illustrated in Fig. 6. All curves

are based on the same inverter voltage limit (uA,max =
540/

√
3 V). If the inverter and stator current limits are

equal (solid line), the drive with the LC filter produces

nearly the same maximum torque as the drive without

the filter (dashed line) up to almost twice the nominal

speed in the example drive. Above that speed, the LC filter

reduces the maximum torque, and the maximum speed is

also reduced. If only the inverter current is limited (dotted

line), the maximum torque around the nominal speed is

higher with the LC filter than without it. On the other

hand, the LC filter increases the maximum speed and the

maximum torque at high speeds if only the stator current

is limited (dash dotted line). The magnitude of the inverter

current is |iA| = 2.0 p.u. at the speed ωm = 3 p.u. and

|iA| = 2.8 p.u. at the speed ωm = 5 p.u.

D. Theoretical Maximum Speed

The motor can operate only inside the current and

voltage limit ellipses. The theoretical maximum speed for

given voltage and current limits is obtained when the

overlapping region has shrunk to a single point, i.e. the

voltage limit ellipse touches the current limit ellipse (or

circle). In the following maximum speed analysis, the filter

resistance and the stator resistance are ignored.
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Fig. 6. Maximum torque as function of rotor speed. Solid line is for
drive with LC filter and iA,max = is,max = 1.5 p.u., dashed line for drive
without filter, dotted line is for drive with LC filter and iA,max = 1.5 p.u.
(no limit for is,max, coincides the solid line at high speeds), and dash
dotted line is for drive with LC filter and is,max = 1.5 p.u. (no limit for
iA,max).

At the maximum speed, the torque-producing current

component isq equals zero. Without the filter, the maxi-

mum speed is [13]

ωm,max =
us,max

ψpm − Ldis,max

(13)

It is to be noted that if is,max ≥ ψpm/Ld, the voltage

limit ellipse shrinks inside the circle defined by the stator

current limit as the speed increases, and the theoretical

maximum speed is infinite.

When the LC filter is present, the maximum speed

depends on which one of the current limits is active. Eqs.

(14) and (15) below correspond to the inverter current limit

iA,max and the stator current limit is,max, respectively. The

maximum speed is obtained by solving ωm from each of

these equations and selecting the lower value.

The solutions of (13), (14), and (15) for the example

drive are 3.05 p.u., 2.43 p.u., and 5.82 p.u., respectively.

Thus, the LC filter reduces the maximum speed if iA,max ≤
is,max. On the other hand, if iA,max is much greater than

is,max, the maximum speed is higher with the filter than

without it.

E. Example of Infinite-Maximum-Speed Drive

In order to analyze the theoretical maximum torque

of an infinite-maximum-speed PMSM drive (i.e. is,max ≥
ψpm/Ld), the system data was kept unchanged with the

exception of ψpm = 0.2725 Vs (0.44 p.u.). This permanent

magnet flux value is used only in the following analysis.

Fig. 7 shows the stator current locus for the maximum

torque operation. The inverter current limit and the inverter

voltage limit are plotted at speeds 3.33 p.u. and 7 p.u. A

maximum torque per inverter voltage (MTPIV) curve is

obtained by maximizing the torque (5) with the constraints

LdLfCf iA,maxω
3

m + LdCfuA,maxω
2

m + (ψpm − Lf iA,max − LdiA,max)ωm − uA,max = 0 (14)

(LdLfCf is,max − LfCfψpm)ω3

m + (ψpm − Lf is,max − Ldis,max)ωm − uA,max = 0 (15)
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(10)–(12) at different speeds. As the speed increases after

point B, the maximum torque is obtained at the inter-

section of the MTPIV curve and the voltage limit curve

(B→C). The inverter voltage limit is the only active limit

between points B and C. The shape of the inverter current

limit curve changes significantly at the speed ωm =
√

1/(CfLd), which is the parallel resonance frequency of

the filter capacitor and the stator inductance. The inverter

current limit becomes active at a speed corresponding to

operating point C. The torque-maximizing stator current

stays at the intersection of the inverter current and voltage

limit curves, but this intersection moves as the limit curves

change with the speed (C→D). Finally, the stator current

limit circle is reached at point D. The stator current locus

is plotted up to a speed of 10 p.u., which is close to the

filter resonance frequency. Above that speed, the analysis

is no longer reasonable.

Fig. 8 shows the maximum torque as a function of

rotor speed. If only the inverter current is limited (dotted

line), the maximum torque around the nominal speed is

higher with the LC filter than without it. Otherwise, the

LC filter does not affect the maximum torque of the

drive significantly. It is to be noted that if only the stator

current is limited (dash dotted line), the inverter current

gets unreasonably high values at speeds above 6 p.u.

IV. TORQUE-MAXIMIZING FIELD-WEAKENING

CONTROL

As was shown in the previous section, the LC filter

affects the torque capability of the PMSM drive. Conse-

quently, the field-weakening control should be modified

for PMSM drives equipped with the LC filter in order

to achieve maximum torque operation and good dynamic

performance at high speeds. In the following, a field-

weakening method based on voltage control similar to

[11] is developed for these drives. The inverter current

limitation is added, and the LC filter is taken into account

in the determination of the voltage controller gain.

A. Field-Weakening Control Algorithm

The block diagram of the proposed field-weakening

control is shown in Fig. 9. The field weakening is im-

plemented by adding an incremental d-axis stator current

reference isd∆ to the d-axis current reference isdM that

is in accordance with the MTPA trajectory. The d-axis

current reference is thus

isd,ref = isdM + isd∆ (16)

The voltage control algorithm is

disd∆

dt
= γf

[

u2

A,max − (u′A,ref)
2
]

, isd∆,min ≤ isd∆ ≤ 0

(17)

where γf is the controller gain and u′A,ref is the magnitude

of the unlimited inverter voltage reference. The lower limit

of isd∆ is designed as

isd∆,min =−isdM

+max

{

−is,max,
iA,max − ω̂2

mCfψpm

ω̂2
mCfLd − 1

}

(18)

The second term inside the maximum function is based

on (8) assuming Rs = 0, preventing the violation of the

inverter current limit.

The q-axis stator current reference is limited according

to

isq,ref = sign(i′sq,ref)·min

{

|i′sq,ref|,
√

i2s,max − i2sd,ref ,

√

i2A,max−
[

(ω̂2
mCfLd−1)isd,ref + ω̂2

mCfψpm

]2

1 − ω̂2
mLqCf

}

(19)

The minimum of the three values is chosen: (i) the

absolute value of the unlimited reference i′sq,ref; (ii) the

value defined by the stator current limit according to (6);

or (iii) the value defined by the inverter current limit

according to (7)–(9) assuming Rs = 0.

It is to be noted that the algorithm does not take into

account drives in which the center point of the voltage

limit ellipse is located inside the stator current limit circle.

These so called infinite-maximum-speed PMSM drives

require special control techniques at very high speeds

[14]–[16].
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B. Gain Selection

Desired closed-loop dynamics of the flux-producing

current component isd are obtained in the field weakening

by selecting the gain γf . When (12) is approximated by

uAq = (Lf + Ld)ωmisd + ωmψpm

and by assuming that isd,ref = isd, Rs = 0, uAd0 = 0,

uAq0 = uA,maxsign{ωm0}, the linearization of (16)–(17)

results in

dĩsd

dt
≈ −2γf0uA,max|ωm0|(Lf + Ld)̃isd (20)

The operating-point quantities are denoted by subscript 0,

and deviations about the operating point are marked by a

tilde.

The gain γf can be determined by selecting the band-

width αf of (20). The result is

γf =
αf

2uA,maxω′

m(Lf + Ld)
(21)

Too high gain values are avoided at low speeds by

selecting ω′

m as

ω′

m =

{

ωγ , if |ω̂m| ≤ ωγ

|ω̂m|, otherwise
(22)

where ωγ is an approximate angular speed limit for the

field weakening.

V. SPEED-SENSORLESS VECTOR CONTROL

The control of the PMSM drive equipped with an

inverter output filter is based on cascaded controllers and

a speed-adaptive full-order observer as presented in [8].

Fig. 10 shows a simplified block diagram of the control

system (the estimated quantities being marked by )̂. The

cascade control and the speed-adaptive full-order observer

are implemented in the estimated rotor reference frame.

The estimated rotor position θ̂m is obtained by integrating

ω̂m. The inverter current is the feedback signal for the

observer. The observer gain is chosen as in [8] resulting in

a locally stable observer in a wide speed range. In practice,

however, the inverter non-idealities and the inaccuracies

of the system parameters cause stability problems in sus-

tained operation at low speeds under load. These problems

can be solved by augmenting the adaptive observer with a

signal injection method [17]. Signal injection is not used

in the following experimental results.

The inverter current, the stator voltage, and the sta-

tor current are controlled by PI controllers, and cross-

couplings due to the rotating reference frame are com-

pensated. A simple one-step-ahead current prediction is



used in the inverter current control in a fashion similar to

[18]. The rotor speed control and field-weakening control

are based on Fig. 9. Active damping and integrator anti-

windup are included in the speed control (not shown in

the block diagram). The stator current reference is in

accordance with the MTPA at low speeds. The use of the

torque expression (5) after the computation of the d-axis

stator current reference enables torque-mode operation.

In the following experimental results, the bandwidths of

the controllers are 2π · 600 rad/s for the inverter current,

2π · 400 rad/s for the stator voltage, 2π · 200 rad/s for

the stator current, and 2π · 4 rad/s for the rotor speed.

The parameters for the field-weakening control are αf =
2π · 20 rad/s and ωγ = 2π · 50 rad/s. A voltage margin

of 4 % is added to improve the performance in transient

states.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental setup consists of a frequency con-

verter controlled by a dSPACE DS1103 PPC/DSP board,

a 2.2-kW six-pole interior PMSM, and a three-phase LC

filter. The motor and filter data are given in Table I. Me-

chanical load is provided by a servo drive. The sampling

frequency is equal to the switching frequency of 5 kHz.

Fig. 11 shows an acceleration from zero speed to 2

p.u. at no load when iA,max = is,max = 1.5 p.u. Before

the acceleration, the speed-adaptive observer is stable at

zero speed because there is no load. The drive operates

the first 0.12 s after the speed reference step at constant

torque until the inverter voltage limit is reached. Then, the

field-weakening control rapidly reduces the d-axis stator

current. The rotor speed reaches its reference value in

approximately 0.4 s.

Fig. 12 shows the voltage and current waveforms at the

operating point corresponding to the final state in Fig. 11.

The inverter output current exceeds the limit iA,max =
1.5 p.u. momentarily because the control does not take

into account the switching oscillation. The stator voltage

and the stator current are nearly sinusoidal.

Fig. 13 shows experimental results as the PMSM drive

with the LC filter was in the torque mode. The torque

reference was set well above the maximum torque at

t = 0.5 s. The speed was controlled by the servo drive

from 0.4 p.u. to 2 p.u. in 20 seconds. The drive operates

the first 6.5 s after the torque reference step at constant

torque corresponding to point A in Fig. 4. At low speeds,

the inverter and stator currents are close to each other.

As the speed increases, the current difference increases

as was expected according to the steady-state analysis.

Fig. 14 shows the trajectory of the estimated stator current.

The trajectory is close to the steady-state stator current

locus shown in Fig. 4. The drawn inverter current and

voltage limit ellipses correspond to those in Fig. 4 with

the exception that uA,max ≈ 0.96 · 545/
√

3 V.

Fig. 15 shows experimental results as the PMSM drive

with the LC filter was in the torque mode, and the servo

drive maintained a constant speed of 1.33 p.u. The torque

reference of the PMSM with the LC filter was slowly
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Fig. 11. Experimental results showing acceleration from zero speed to
2 p.u. The first subplot shows the speed reference (dashed), the actual
rotor speed (solid), and its estimate (dotted, coincides the solid line). The
second subplot shows the q components of the estimated stator current
and actual inverter current. The third subplot shows the d components
of the estimated stator current and actual inverter current. The fourth
subplot shows the magnitude of the inverter voltage reference.
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Fig. 12. Measured voltage and current waveforms at ωm = 2 p.u.
without load. The first subplot shows the inverter output voltage (phase
to phase) and the stator voltage (phase to phase). The second subplot
shows the inverter output current and the stator current.

raised from zero to 1.3TN . The figure shows the trajectory

of the estimated stator current. The inverter current and

voltage limits are drawn for ωm = 1.33 p.u. The stator

current proceeds along the inverter voltage limit ellipse.

At low torque, the d-axis stator current differs from the

voltage limit ellipse because the dc-link voltage is higher

at no load than under load.

VII. CONCLUSION

The steady-state analysis shows that an inverter output

LC filter affects the maximum torque and speed of a finite-

maximum-speed PMSM drive significantly. If the inverter

and stator current limits are equal, the maximum torque is

lowered at the highest speeds in the field-weakening region
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Fig. 13. Experimental results showing torque-mode operation as the
speed is slowly increased and PMSM drive with LC filter provides as
much torque as possible. The explanations of the curves as in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 14. Experimental results showing estimated stator current trajectory
from experiment in Fig. 13. The voltage limit ellipse is drawn using
uA,max = 0.96 · 545/

√
3 V.

as compared to a drive without the filter, and the maximum

speed is decreased. If the stator current is allowed to be

higher than the inverter current limit, the maximum torque

increases around the nominal speed. If the inverter current

limit is clearly higher than the stator current limit, both

the maximum torque in the field-weakening region and

the maximum speed can be higher than those of a drive

without the filter. In a infinite-maximum-speed PMSM

drive, the LC filter does not affect the maximum torque

at high speeds significantly. The proposed field-weakening

control algorithm for finite-maximum-speed PMSM drives

equipped with an LC filter enables the maximum-torque

operation at high speeds. The experimental results agree

well with the steady-state analysis, and validate the per-

formance of the field-weakening method.
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Fig. 15. Experimental results showing estimated stator current trajectory
as torque reference is slowly raised and rotor speed is constant ωm =

1.33 p.u. The voltage limit ellipse is drawn using uA,max = 0.96 ·
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